GAVIN KENNING

STEP DISPLAYS

engineering

9” x 9” and 6” x 6”

COMPLIMENT YOUR PRODUCTS WITH OUT STEP DISPLAY STANDS
Our step displays will help to compliment your products bringing items closer to the customer’s eye level and
enabling more products to be effectively displayed in the same space.
Step displays are a simple, flexible and very rugged solution, manufactured from the same steel and employing
the same construction techniques as those used in making our renown market stalls.
The displays are designed to be flat packed and easily transportable by simply detaching the back leg from the
step. They are a stand-alone fabrication that could be used on any market stall, table or flat surface. By spacing
the supports further apart the display lengths can be varied providing greater flexibility. Any suitable board can
be used to form the steps, this is then usually covered with a cloth or grass matt to form a backdrop for your
products.

9” x 9” 2 step display
TYPICAL USES
To display shoes, household items, electrical
equipment, books or any medium sized items

6” x 6” 3 step display
TYPICAL USES
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To display watches, perfumes, fashion
jewellery, hair accessories, ornaments
or mobile phones and their accessories

further details overleaf

Call today on 01773 607505 or visit us online at www.market-stalls.co.uk
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STEP DISPLAYS

GAVIN KENNING
engineering

9” x 9” and 6” x 6”

SPECIFICATIONS
# OF PARTS

9” x 9” (2 step)
6” x 6” (3 step)

WEIGHT
STEEL ONLY / STEEL + COUNTER

COUNTERS TO SUIT

TYPICAL LENGTH

6 (3 steps, 3 legs)

15kg / 33kg

4 off 9” x 4’ boards

8’ (variable)

6 (3 steps, 3 legs)

15kg / 33kg

6 off 6” x 4’ boards

8’ (variable)

All step displays are manufactured using 1” x 1” square mild steel and painted in a black hammer finish gloss.
Step displays can be purchased with wooden counters/steps or as steelwork only.
We can manufacture step displays to your specification, please call with your requirements.
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9” x 9” 2 step display
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18”
6” x 6” 3 step display

Call today on 01773 607505 or visit us online at www.market-stalls.co.uk
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